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Abstract 

Precise temporally regulated protein function directs the highly complex processes that make up 

embryo development. The zebrafish embryo is an excellent model organism to study develop-

ment and conditional control over enzymatic activity is desirable to target chemical intervention 

to specific developmental events and to investigate biological mechanisms. Surprisingly, how-

ever, few generally applicable small molecule switches of protein function exist in zebrafish. Ge-

netic code expansion allows for site-specific incorporation of unnatural amino acids into proteins 

that contain caging groups that are removed through addition of small molecule triggers such as 

phosphines or tetrazines. This broadly applicable control of protein function was applied to acti-

vate several enzymes, including a GTPase and a protease, with temporal precision in zebrafish 

embryos.  Simple addition of the small molecule trigger to the media produces robust and tuna-

ble protein activation, which was used to gain insight into the development of a congenital heart 

defect from a RASopathy mutant of NRAS, and to control DNA and protein cleavage events cat-

alyzed by a viral recombinase and a viral protease, respectively.
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Introduction 

Zebrafish embryos are an important animal model that have been key to studying vertebrate de-

velopment and disease.1-9 They develop into an embryo with heart, eyes, nervous system, and 

muscle all within 24 hours after fertilization. Crucial developmental steps occur in this short time 

period, all orchestrated by precise gene and protein function. Conditional control of protein activ-

ity is an important tool for studying embryo development.10-13 Very few general approaches exist 

that utilize small molecules as triggers for protein function in zebrafish. Rapamycin-induced pro-

tein dimerization14 and tamoxifen-induced nuclear translocation15, 16 have enabled conditional 

control of protein activity in embryos (Figure 1A-B). However, these methodologies are limited 

to split proteins and functional control through protein mislocalization, and require protein do-

main fusions that may not always be functionally equivalent to the native protein. A generally 

applicable method for directly activating protein function with a small molecule trigger is lacking 

in zebrafish. 

Here, we report the development of a universal technique for controlling protein function in 

zebrafish embryos, based on small molecule-cleavable caging groups. This builds onto our ge-

netic code expansion approach in zebrafish embryos,17-19 which relies on the expression of an 

orthogonal aminoacyl tRNA synthetase and tRNA pair to incorporate unnatural amino acids 

(UAAs) site-specifically into proteins in response to an amber stop codon.20, 21 Unlike other ap-

proaches for small molecule triggered protein activation in zebrafish, this does not require fusion 

of protein domains. Caging of enzymatic function is established by simply placing a small mole-

cule-removable group onto an essential active site residue, thereby blocking its function (Figure 

1C). Protecting groups that can be removed with bioorthogonal small molecule triggers have 

been used to control a variety of cellular processes.22, 23 Through unnatural amino acid muta-

genesis by way of amber stop codon suppression,19, 21, 24 protecting groups can be placed into 

proteins with atomic resolution and complete genetic specificity in pro- and eukaryotic cells. This 
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includes an azidobenzyloxycarbonyl group that is removed through phosphine-induced 

Staudinger reduction of the azide to an amine, followed by self-immolation of the caging group 

to, e.g., release lysine.25, 26 Similarly, a trans-cyclooctenyloxycarbonyl group has been cleaved 

through reaction with a tetrazine in an inverse electron demand Diels-Alder (ieDDA) cycloaddi-

tion, followed by self-immolation.27, 28  

Here, we report the first site-specific installation of small molecule-activated amino acids into 

proteins in the zebrafish embryo. This enables fast and tunable activation of the function of sev-

eral enzymes and we applied the temporal resolution afforded by this technology to gain new 

insight into the role of a RASopathy mutant in the development of congenital heart defects. 

These generally applicable small molecule switches are based on the amino acids para-azido-

benzyloxycarbonyl lysine (PABK), which is decaged with phosphines, and trans-cy-

clooctenyloxycarbonyl lysine (TCOK), which is decaged with tetrazines. 

 

 

Figure 1. A) Chemically induced dimerization of a 

split protein using FKBP and FRB fusions that are 

brought together through addition of rapamycin, 

thus activating protein function. B) Tamoxifen-in-

duced nuclear localization using a modified estro-

gen receptor fused to a protein that only functions 

in the nucleus, such as a transcription factor. C) 

Site-specific incorporation of a UAA containing a 

small molecule-cleavable caging group, such as 

an azidobenzyloxycarbonyl group, into a protein 

active site, followed by small molecule (phos-

phine) addition. 
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Results and Discussion 

Conditional activation of a luciferase reporter through genetic incorporation of PABK and 

TCOK 

Injection of mRNA that encodes an evolved pyrrolysyl aminoacyl tRNA synthetase (PylRS), 

along with tRNA (PylT), mRNA for the protein of interest, and the UAA itself has allowed for site 

specific incorporation of UAAs into proteins in zebrafish embryos (Figure 2A).17-19 The genes of 

interest are cloned into the pCS2 vector that is commonly used as a template for in vitro tran-

scription of mRNA (Table S1). To first demonstrate successful encoding of PABK or TCOK in 

embryos (Figure 2A), we directed incorporation of the caged lysine into the active site of firefly 

luciferase (fLuc) genetically fused to a Renilla luciferase (rLuc) reporter (Figure 2B). Both re-

porters provide high sensitivity and a quantitative readout that directly correlates to expression 

levels and enzymatic activity. The rLuc is C-terminal to the amber stop codon, hence it acts as a 

reporter for stop codon suppression as signal is only observed if the full-length dual luciferase 

protein is produced. Levels of rLuc activity directly correspond to the amount of UAA-protein that 

is produced, and thereby can be used a measure of UAA incorporation efficiency. We next in-

corporated PABK in the dual luciferase reporter using an engineered PylRS mutant from M. 

barkeri (L274A, Y349F, C313A).26 By 24 hours post-fertilization (hpf), incorporation of PABK re-

sulted in 23-fold higher rLuc activity than control embryos injected with all components but lack-

ing UAA (no UAA, Figure 2C-D). The low background level of rLuc expression in the absence of 

the UAA confirms the bioorthogonality of the tRNA/tRNA synthetase pair, suggesting that ca-

nonical amino acids are not being incorporated at the amber stop codon. We also tested incor-

poration of two additional UAAs that are analogues of PABK, however, incorporation efficiency 

of these were weaker with only about a 5-fold increase in rLuc activity over background (Figure 

S1).  
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Figure 2. A) Zebrafish embryo injection with the machinery for UAA incorporation and subsequent en-

zyme activation through addition of the small molecule trigger to the embryo water. B) Active site render-

ing of PABK-caged fLuc before and after 2DPBM treatment. Red lines indicate hydrogen bonding be-

tween K529 and the substrate, a luciferin-adenylate sulfate analogue (PDB: 4G36). C-E) Structures of 

PABK and 2DPBM and rLuc activity indicate PABK incorporation into the dual-luciferase reporter and 

fLuc activation through treatment with 2DPBM. F-H) Structures of TCOK and MeTz and rLuc activity indi-

cate TCOK incorporation into the dual-luciferase reporter and fLuc activation through treatment with 

MeTz. The presence of the small molecule inducer in the fish water before collection of embryos is indi-

cated. Bars represent means and error bars represent standard deviations of measurements from three 

independent embryo lysates. To normalize the fLuc activity to total protein produced, the fLuc lumines-

cence was divided by the rLuc luminescence (fLuc/rLuc).  
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For the analysis of small molecule-control of enzyme function using PABK, we measured fLuc 

activity. The amber stop codon was placed at site K529 of fLuc (fLuc529TAG-rLuc) where a crit-

ical lysine residue orients the substrate and stabilizes the adenylated substrate during catalysis 

through a hydrogen bonding interaction with the phosphate oxygen.29 Caging this lysine blocks 

enzymatic activity and small molecule-induced decaging results in full activation of fLuc through 

formation of the wild-type active site (Figure 2B).30 Previous studies of decaging PABK with a 

panel of phosphines in mammalian cells found that 2-(diphenylphosphinyl)benzamide (2DPBM) 

showed the fastest reaction rate and no toxicity.26 At 24 hpf, we added 2DPBM (100 µM) to the 

embryo water for 1-3 hours and then collected embryos for assessment of small molecule-trig-

gered protein activation (Figure 2E). PABK showed superior small molecule activation, with a 

10-fold increase in the fLuc/rLuc ratio, while the other two PABK analogues mentioned previ-

ously had no distinguishable activation of fLuc activity with phosphine treatment, most likely due 

to their much lower incorporation efficiency which made detection of enzyme activation difficult 

(Figure 2E, S1). Overall, PABK demonstrated excellent incorporation into and caging of an en-

zymatic active site with minimal background activity. The added steric bulk from the azidoben-

zyloxycarbonyl group was predicted to occlude substrate binding, as well as negate an im-

portant hydrogen bond interaction between the substrate and the native lysine. Although the 

other two azidobenzyloxycarbonyl analogues (Figure S1) would have disrupted the active site 

in a similar way, they were limited by poor incorporation. Of note, enzyme activity plateaued af-

ter a 3 h treatment with 2DPBM, consistent with observations in mammalian cells.25 

The same dual luciferase reporter was utilized for TCOK incorporation and small molecule acti-

vation. The PylRS mutant for TCOK incorporation shares one amino acid substitution but is oth-

erwise different than the one used for PABK incorporation (Y271A, Y349F).27 TCOK incorpora-

tion was significant, but, based on rLuc luminescence measurement, was about half of rLuc-

PABK expression levels, presumably due to differences in aminoacylation efficiency between 
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the two UAA/PylRS pairs (Figure 2F-G). Background luminescence in the no UAA control was 

also low, suggesting that the TCOK synthetase also does not utilize any common amino acid as 

a substrate. For analysis of TCOK decaging, we tested a panel of tetrazines added to the em-

bryo water at 100 µM when injected embryos reached 24 hpf.  Luminescence readouts after 1-3 

hours of small molecule exposure revealed that dimethyl tetrazine (MeTz) had the best decag-

ing properties (Figure S2A-B) and luciferase activation plateaued after just 1 hour of MeTz 

treatment (Figure 2H). Background fLuc activity in the nontreated samples was minimal, not 

surprising given the larger steric hindrance imposed by TCO. The limiting step in decaging 

TCOK is in the elimination phase after the tetrazine cycloaddition. The ligated product can exist 

as two tautomers where only one is capable of immolation. The relative distribution between the 

two tautomers is dependent on the substituents on the 3- and 6-positions of the tetrazine.27 Alt-

hough cycloaddition was complete with all tetrazines that were tested in that study, the amount 

of decaging varied drastically between tetrazine derivatives, with MeTz having the highest level 

of decaging (>90%).  

The extent of activation of a protein can be tuned based on the dosage of the small molecule 

trigger.26 We assessed this by treating embryos expressing the caged dual luciferase reporter 

with different concentrations of 2DPBM or MeTz (10, 50, or 100 µM). A dose-response relation-

ship was observed for both systems, with 100 µM of small molecule inducer showing the best 

decaging (Figure S3). Decaging for both systems was slightly slower than in cell culture 

(PABK/2DPBM t1/2 = 27 min for a nuclear translocation reporter,26 TCOK/MeTz t1/2 = 10 min for 

a luciferase reporter27), which is likely due to the need for diffusion of the small molecule trigger 

through the chorion and then throughout the whole embryo, which at 24 hpf consists of over 

20,000 cells.  Overall, the PABK/2DPBM pair showed the highest protein yields and decaging 

ability with no toxicity in zebrafish embryos. While the TCOK/MeTz pair showed good incorpora-

tion and fast decaging (within 1 hour), MeTz (100 µM) unfortunately led to death of most 
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embryos by 24 hpf when incubated for one hour at 6 hpf, and the next best tetrazine 2, while 

non-toxic (Figure S2C), was only about 30% as effective at fully activating the reporter. There-

fore, we continued our studies of small molecule activation of protein function in zebrafish em-

bryos, using the PABK/2DPBM-based switch. 

 

Triggering of DNA recombination with phosphine treatment 

To demonstrate broader utility of PABK for small molecule control of enzyme function, we next 

turned to Cre recombinase. This protein is a crucial tool in the field of zebrafish biology where it 

is used to conditionally activate or deactivate gene expression.31  Generating a small molecule-

triggered Cre recombinase based on decaging will allow for precise temporal control of activity 

with little to no background activity based on our luciferase results. Thus, PABK was incorpo-

rated in place of the critical lysine K201, which assists the 5’-O of the DNA backbone as a leav-

ing group to facilitate the cleavage reaction (Figure 3A).32 We expressed PABK-caged Cre re-

combinase (Cre-PABK) in a transgenic fish line that harbors a fluorescence reporter for DNA re-

combination.18, 33 In this homozygous line, a loxp-EGFP-loxp-mCherry construct is expressed 

under a ubiquitous promotor. The EGFP-flanking Cre recombinase recognition motif loxp, a 34 

bp DNA sequence, directs excision of EGFP and its stop codon, thereby activating mCherry ex-

pression. In summary, active Cre recombinase causes embryos to switch from EGFP to 

mCherry fluorescence (Figure 3B), providing a facile readout in live animals. Embryos produc-

ing Cre-PABK were treated with 2DPBM at 4, 5, or 6 hpf and then imaged at 48 hpf (Figure 3C, 

Figure S4). After 2DPBM treatment, the amount of mCherry is drastically increased to levels 

matching the wild-type Cre recombinase control. The earlier activation timepoint, as expected 

due to lower cell numbers, showed the most mCherry, and hence, the highest recombination 

frequency. Importantly, no background Cre recombinase activity was seen in the absence of 
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2DPBM. Some EGFP is still present in the 2DPBM treated Cre-PABK expressing embryos be-

cause gene recombination was activated after EGFP protein had already been expressed. 

These results further demonstrate the utility of PABK for caging enzymatic activity, here for con-

trolling gene expression at defined timepoints in embryo development through DNA recombina-

tion. 

 

Figure 3. A) Active site rendering of PABK-caged Cre recombinase before and after 2DPBM treatment. 

Red lines denote hydrogen bonding (PDB: 1CRX). B) Recombination-based reporter gene activation and 

deactivation in response to 2DPBM treatment of PABK-caged Cre recombinase (Cre-PABK). C) Micro-

graphs of 48 hpf transgenic embryos with the treatment conditions indicated, showing recombinase-

based switching of fluorescence from green to red. Treatment with 2DPBM was initiated at 4 hpf. Scale 

bar = 2 mm. 
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Conditional control of a novel protease through active site incorporation of PABK  

Next, we tested the ability of our protein activity on-switch to control protease function. Condi-

tional control of proteases can allow for temporal control of protein knockout or protein localiza-

tion.34 To our knowledge, the use of proteases as chemical biological tools in zebrafish embryos 

has not been utilized, so we hoped to establish in this model organism a small molecule-acti-

vated exogenous protease. The Blotched Snakehead Virus VP4 protease relies on a serine/ly-

sine catalytic dyad, in which the lysine acts as a general base to activate the serine for nucleo-

philic attack of the substrate protein backbone (Figure 4A-B).35 This makes it an excellent tar-

get for installation of a PAB group, we expected that a K173PABK mutation would remove its 

function as a general base as well as sterically block the peptide substrate from entering the 

binding pocket. In order to construct this small molecule-activated protease, K173 in VP4 was 

mutated to an amber stop codon. PylT, PylRS mRNA, VP4 K173UAG mRNA, and PABK were 

injected into embryos at the one-cell stage and expression of caged VP4 (VP4-PABK) was con-

firmed by western blot at 24 hpf (Figure 4C). The virus uses VP4 for segmentation of its poly-

protein into its individual proteins for replication and assembly of new viral particles through 

cleavage at the recognition motif PXAA.35 We cloned this motif in between a nuclear exclusion 

sequence (NES) and mCherry to generate a fluorescent nuclear translocation reporter that can 

be imaged in live embryos. Activation of VP4-PABK with 2DPBM leads to removal of the NES 

from mCherry, resulting in diffusion from the cytoplasm into the nucleus and eventually even 

distribution throughout the cell (N/C = 1) (Figure 4D). Embryos co-expressing the caged VP4 

and the reporter were treated with 2DPBM for 3 hours and then imaged (Figure 4E). The re-

porter showed nuclear exclusion when injected alone or in the presence of VP4-PABK. When 

wild-type VP4 was expressed, the N/C ratio increased from 0.64 to 0.84, indicating mCherry 

translocation from the nucleus to the cytoplasm (Figure 4F). Importantly, activation of VP4-

PABK with 2DPBM resulted in a similar N/C ratio of 0.82, which is indicative of successful small 
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molecule-activation of the protease, NES cleavage, and subsequent translocation of the re-

porter into the nucleus. No background cleavage of the reporter was observed in the absence of 

2DPBM. Thus, we were able to demonstrate conditional control of a new viral protease in 

zebrafish embryos, achieving a response on par with the wild-type enzyme. To our knowledge, 

this is the first demonstration of an exogenous viral protease being used for selective protein 

cleavage in the zebrafish embryo. This offers a unique tool with many capabilities such as re-

leasing a membrane bound transcription factor with a cleavable linker to act as a sensor for pro-

tein-protein interactions or to activate signaling pathways,36, 37 inactivating an engineered protein 

or activating a protein by removing an appended degron,38, 39 and controlling cellular localization 

with cleavage of signaling peptides as we demonstrated in this work.  
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Figure 4. A) Active site rendering of PABK-caged VP4 protease before and after 2DPBM treatment. Red 

line denotes hydrogen bond (PDB: 2GEF). B)  K173 to PABK mutation inactivates the function of the ly-

sine as a base and blocks the ability for the substrate to bind the active site of VP4. C) Western blot 

showing UAA-dependent expression of K173PABK VP4-HA in zebrafish embryos. D) Fluorescent nuclear 

translocation reporter for VP4 activity: activation of caged VP4 by 2DPBM leads to removal of the nuclear 

export signal (NES) from mCherry, allowing for diffusion into the nucleus. E) Confocal micrographs of em-

bryos at 24 hpf expressing only the reporter, wild-type VP4, or caged VP4 with or without 2DPBM treat-

ment. Scale bar = 40 µm F) Average nucleus/cytoplasm fluorescence ratio of 20 cells for each condition. 

Error bars represent standard deviations. 
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Temporal activation of NRAS reveals insight into the mechanism of RASopathy-induced 

heart defects  

After successfully controlling DNA recombination (gene expression) and protease function (pro-

tein translocation) using our small molecule switch, we next attempted to conditionally regulate 

cell signaling, another essential and highly dynamic biological process during embryo develop-

ment. Here, we turned to NRAS, a GTPase involved in the RAS/MAPK signaling pathway.18, 33 

RAS/MAPK signaling plays several important roles during early embryo development, like coor-

dinating gastrulation and organogenesis by regulating cell proliferation and migration.40 Indeed, 

when these developmental programs are inappropriately reactivated, they can lead to cancer in 

which hyperactive cell proliferation and migration are characteristic to the disease.41 When RAS 

GTPases are bound to GTP, they bind downstream effectors, activating the signaling pathway. 

Although RAS has intrinsic GTPase activity, it is slow and is usually assisted by a GTPase acti-

vating protein (GAP). Hydrolysis of GTP to GDP, causes a conformational change and inacti-

vates its binding to effectors. A guanine nucleotide exchange factor (GEF) is then able to re-

move the GDP and GTP can freely diffuse back into the active site. K16 of NRAS undergoes 

electrostatic interactions with both the β and γ-phosphate of GTP, holding it in the active site 

and orienting it for hydrolysis to GDP.42 We reasoned that replacing this lysine with PABK would 

block those interactions and also sterically occlude the GTP binding pocket, rendering NRAS 

inactive (Figure 5A). While kinases have been successfully caged with this method before, this 

is the first example of this approach being applied to cage a GTPase.43, 44 The nucleotide bind-

ing is very similar, but the functions of the protein classes are very different. RAS GTPases cat-

alyze hydrolysis to induce conformational changes to alter target binding, whereas kinases 

transfer the phosphate group to protein targets. We opted to study a constitutively active RA-

Sopathy mutant of NRAS (NRAS G60E) , which has reduced GAP binding, thus slower GTPase 
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function and a longer residence in its active GTP form to decouple it from dependence on up-

stream receptor tyrosine kinase activation.45, 46  

RASopathies are a class of diseases caused by activating mutations of RAS/MAPK signaling 

proteins that share several clinical phenotypes such as craniofacial and heart defects.47 It is one 

of the largest families of congenital diseases, affecting nearly 1 out of every 1000 live births.48 

While the many different known mutations that have been identified all lead to the same upregu-

lation of the RAS/MAPK pathway, it is a surprisingly heterogenous group of diseases that can 

be sub-classified based on the prevalent phenotypes. The diversity of phenotypes includes cra-

niofacial deformities, neurocognitive defects, skin abnormalities, and heart defects.47, 48 The ki-

nase mutations tend to be weakly activating, since strongly activating mutations, as seen in can-

cer, tend to be developmentally lethal.48 There is a lot we do not know about RASopathies, par-

ticularly when it comes to understanding the mechanism linking the different mutations and the 

different malformations.  We sought to learn more about the molecular underpinnings behind 

RASopathy-induced disruption of development through conditional control of this NRAS mutant. 

Specifically, we focused on early embryonic events that set the stage for proper zebrafish mor-

phogenesis, gastrulation, and heart development. The exact mechanism for the induction of 

heart defects by RASopathy mutations is not clearly understood, and we aimed to gain insight 

into which cardiogenic step was being disrupted through the temporal control of the NRAS mu-

tant. PABK caged NRAS G60E (NRAS-PABK) was expressed in zebrafish embryos and west-

ern blot of embryo lysate confirmed expression of the caged construct (Figure 5B). The RA-

Sopathy mutant is known to induce gastrulation defects in zebrafish embryos,45 so we treated 

embryos starting at 3 hpf with 2DPBM to ensure complete decaging by the beginning of gastru-

lation at 6 hpf.49 Embryos were scored at 24 hpf for gastrulation defects, manifesting here as 

dorsalization, where dorsoanterior structures like the head and brain are formed while ven-

troposterior structures like the tail are malformed (Figure 5C, S5). In this case, shortening of the 
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tail was the most prominent phenotype. Of note, non-injected embryos treated with 2DPBM at 

the same timepoint showed no defects (Figure S5), again supporting the compatibility of the 

small molecule with embryo development. When NRAS K16PABK was expressed, a large in-

crease in dorsalized embryos was observed after 2DPBM treatment, compared to nontreated 

NRAS-PABK animal. The NRAS G60E mRNA  injection (referred to as NRAS to help distinguish 

it from NRAS-PABK) resulted in most embryos dying before 24 hpf due to severe dorsalization 

defects incompatible with life, as seen in a prior study.45 This level of dorsalization was not ob-

served in the case of small molecule-activated NRAS-PABK, highlighting the ability to control 

the extent of enzyme activation through 2DPBM addition. Importantly, the number of dorsalized 

embryos in the nontreated NRAS-PABK was also low, indicating minimal background activity in 

the caged GTPase.  

A consequence of most RASopathy mutations is the development of heart defects in the pa-

tient.50, 51 The impacts of NRAS RASopathy mutants on heart development have never been 

studied during development to our knowledge.52, 53 We used a transgenic zebrafish line, 

Tg(myl7:egfp) with fluorescent cardiomyocytes, in order to image heart morphology at 48 hpf, 

and expressed NRAS-PABK in the corresponding embryos. NRAS was activated through 

2DPBM treatment at 8 or 24 hpf. We observed that heart looping defects were present in 70% 

of embryos in which NRAS-PABK was activated at 8 hpf, while only about 35% had looping de-

fects with activation at 24 hpf (Figure 5D-E). There were minimal heart defects in the no 

2DPBM condition, similar to the non-injected condition. Other GTPases in the RAS/MAPK path-

way with RASopathy mutants like RIT1 and KRAS cause heart looping defects.54, 55 This was 

found to be due to disruption of Kupffer’s Vesicle (KV) function, which is crucial for establishing 

the first signs of asymmetry in embryos, such as the rightward looping of the heart tube.56 The 8 

hpf timepoint is before the KV forms (around 10 hpf) and is right after gastrulation so temporal 

activation is less likely to cause gastrulation defects that would confound gross heart anatomy 
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scoring (Figure S6). The 24 hpf timepoint is after KV has already formed, performed its function 

in development, and dissolved.57 Therefore, the higher prevalence of looping defects with 8 hpf 

activation suggests the looping defects we saw were likely related to disruption of KV function. 

However, the 24 hpf timepoint still had slightly higher rates of looping defects than embryos ex-

pressing non-activated NRAS, so other involvement in later steps of looping is possible. This 

has important implications for the pathogenesis of RASopathy-induced heart defects, suggest-

ing that the various types of heart defects seen in patients such as septal defects, hypertrophic 

cardiomyopathy, and pulmonic stenosis may be linked to initial disruption of heart looping. Be-

fore, it was unknown whether the heart defects seen in zebrafish embryos with RASopathy mu-

tant expression were primarily due to disruption of KV function, or if there was disruption at later 

steps as well. The results from our temporally controlled activation of NRAS G60E supports the 

hypothesis that the majority of heart defects due to this RASopathy mutant are linked to KV dis-

ruption, supporting findings for other RASopathy GTPases.54, 55 Because heart looping is an 

early process that sets the stage for proper morphogenesis, disruption can cause many prob-

lems such as septal defects and outflow tract malformations.58, 59 
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Figure 5. A)  Active site rendering of the caged NRAS before and after 2DPBM treatment. Red lines de-

note hydrogen bonding (PDB: 5UHV). B) Western blot demonstrating incorporation of PABK into HA-

tagged NRAS in zebrafish embryos. C) Expression of the RASopathy mutant NRAS G60E causes em-

bryo dorsalization defects. Embryos expressing caged NRAS were treated with 2DPBM at 3 hpf and 

scored at 24 hpf. Representative examples of normal or dorsalized embryos are shown to the right. Scale 

bar = 0.4 mm. D) A diagram of a normally developed (left) and defective (right) heart at 48 hpf. A = atrium 

and V = ventricle. E-F) The RASopathy mutant NRAS G60E induces heart defects in zebrafish. Embryos 

expressing caged NRAS were treated with 2DPBM at 8 hpf or 24 hpf in a fluorescent heart transgenic line 

Tg(myl7:egfp). Scale bar = 100 µm. Heart defects were scored at 48 hpf. N = number of embryos per 

condition. 
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Summary 

In summary, we have developed two different small molecule-triggered lysine decaging systems 

in zebrafish embryos, one based on the Staudinger reduction of an aryl azide and the other 

based on a cycloaddition between a tetrazine and a trans-cyclooctene. The corresponding ly-

sine analogs PABK and TCOK were genetically encoded for the first time in zebrafish embryos 

and good incorporation into several proteins was observed. Small molecule-triggered protein ac-

tivation was efficient for both PABK and TCOK, however, the best tetrazine small molecule trig-

ger for TCOK showed toxicity in embryos, prompting us to explore the general applicability of 

the phosphine (2DPBM) triggered PABK switch. PABK showed very high incorporation effi-

ciency into proteins in zebrafish embryos and was versatile for caging a variety of enzymes in-

cluding luciferase, Cre recombinase, VP4 protease, and the GTPase NRAS. Fast and tunable 

activation of enzyme function was observed through simple addition of the small molecule trig-

ger to the fish water, suggesting good diffusibility into the embryo without observable toxicity. In 

fact, addition of small molecules to the embryo water is a common technique used in high-

throughput drug screens with zebrafish.60 We also pioneered the first use of a conditionally con-

trolled protease in zebrafish embryos, a useful approach that has enabled valuable biological 

studies in mammalian cells. Temporal control of the RASopathy mutant NRAS offered insight 

into the mechanism of RASopathy-induced heart looping defects, suggesting disordered looping 

may be a common initiator for congenital heart defects for RASopathies. Detailing the mecha-

nism behind RASopathy-associated heart defects may aid in discovering diagnostics and treat-

ments for this pathogenic process. Thus, we showcase mutagenesis with PABK as a powerful 

and generalizable approach for the rational design of conditionally controlled enzymes in 

zebrafish embryos. The placement of the caging group is readily based on structural or mecha-

nistic information about the protein of interest and the machinery for unnatural amino acid muta-

genesis is easily produced and is highly efficient in zebrafish embryos. While conditional control 
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and perturbation of biological processes is important for understanding them, generally applica-

ble approaches for small molecule control of protein function are rare in aquatic embryos. The 

approach developed and validated new opportunities for biological studies in this important 

model organism for human health and development. 

 

Methods  

Zebrafish care and microinjection. The zebrafish experiments were performed according to a 

protocol approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) at the Univer-

sity of Pittsburgh (protocol no. 19075360). Embryos were collected after natural mating. Injec-

tion solutions were prepared on ice and a volume of 2 nL was injected into the yolk of 1-2 cell 

stage embryos using a World Precision Instruments Pneumatic PicoPump injector. Embryos 

were incubated in E3 (embryo) water at 28.5 °C in the dark. For all UAA incorporation experi-

ments, a total of 400 pg of PylRS mRNA, 16 ng of PylT, and 20 pmol of UAA were injected 

along with the mRNA for the protein of interest: fLuc-529UAG-rLuc (400 pg ) Cre recombinase-

201UAG (400 pg) wild-type Cre recombinase (25 pg), VP4-729UAG (400 pg), wild-type VP4 

(400 pg), NES-mCherry reporter (200 pg), NRAS-G60E-16UAG (100 pg), NRAS-G60E (50 pg; 

25 pg for heart defect experiments due to the toxicity of the protein). 

Zebrafish small molecule treatment and imaging. For embryo small molecule treatment, a 

solution of  the trigger (100 µM) in E3 water was prepared. Embryos were suspended in the so-

lution and incubated at 28.5 °C. 2DPBM oxidizes in aqueous solutions, and at 28.5 °C the half-

life of 2DPBM in E3 water was 90 minutes.61 Therefore, for PABK decaging, the 2DPBM solu-

tion was replaced at 90 minutes and incubated an additional 90 minutes for a total of 180 

minutes for full decaging. For TCOK decaging, embryos were incubated with tetrazine for 1 hour 

for full decaging. Stereoscope imaging of embryos was performed with a Leica M205 FA 
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microscope with a DsRed filter (ex: 510-560, em: 590-650), an EGFP filter (ex: 450-490 nm, em: 

500-550 nm), and the bright field channel. For VP4 protease studies, a Zeiss LSM 700 laser 

scanning confocal microscope was used for imaging. Embryos at 24 hpf were treated with 

2DPBM for 3 hours and then embedded in 500 µl of 1.5 % low-melting-point agarose in a glass 

bottom 35 mm dish and then submerged in E3 water. The 555 nm laser was used for imaging 

mCherry fluorescence at between 40-80% laser power with a 20x water immersion objective. A 

1024 x 1024 pixel imaging window was used with a 15 µs pixel dwell time. Fluorescent nu-

cleus/cytoplasm (N/C) intensity ratios were calculated using ImageJ software. Background-sub-

tracted measurements of fluorescent intensity were taken from selected regions in the nucleus 

and cytoplasm for 20 cells per condition. This was performed by measuring the mean grey value 

of the nuclear or cytoplasmic regions, subtracting mean grey value of the background, and then 

calculating the ratio for each cell independently.  

Luciferase assays. At 24 hpf, 4 embryos were collected in a 1.5 ml microcentrifuge tube. The 

water was removed and 50 µl of passive lysis buffer (Promega) was added. Embryos were man-

ually homogenized with a p200 pipette tip. Samples were centrifuged at 16,200 rcf for 8 minutes 

at 4 °C. Lysate aliquots (30 µl) were added to a white-bottom 96-well plate and loaded into a 

plate reader with autoinjection function (Tecan Infinite M1000 pro). The Dual-Luciferase Re-

porter 1000 Assay System (Promega) was used 20 µl of fLuc assay reagent was injected (injec-

tion speed = 200 µl/sec), followed by a pause for 2 seconds, and a luminescence reading with 

auto-attenuation mode. Then, 20 µl of the stop and glo rLuc assay reagent was injected, fol-

lowed by a pause for 2 seconds, and another luminescence reading. Relative fLuc values were 

calculated by dividing the fLuc value by the rLuc value (fLuc/rLuc). 
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